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Elles sont beaucoup demandées, les voici pour vous : les paroles du premier single de Fiction
Plane : Where do we go from here ?
Le clip vidéo ne devrait pas tarder à sortir.

  

  

Where do we go from here

  

Where are we gonna go

  

How are we gonna live

  

When are we gonna know the things I thought we would known

  

Long ago, long ago by now I thought we would know

  

 

  

What are we gonna do
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When will we have a clue

  

When will we know what's right

  

When will we know what's true, what's true for both me and for you

  

What is true what is true for both me and for you

  

 

  

If it's just dust to dust don't that make me a fool

  

I've always been a good boy, played someone else's rules

  

Will I be taught a lesson

  

Will I be sent to school

  

Cause lies come in different sizes and I'm not quite sure

  

What the prize is
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Where did I get that thought

  

Will I be sold or bought

  

Is it a waste of time thinking about what's mine

  

What's mine in the blackness of time

  

What is mine what is mine in the blackness of time

  

What is mine what is mine and is that worth a dime

  

What is mine what is mine in the blackness of time

  

 

  

If it's just dust to dust don't that make me a fool

  

I've always been a good boy, played someone else's rules

  

Will I be taught a lesson
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Will I be sent to school

  

Cause lies come in different sizes and I'm not quite sure

  

What the prize is
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